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Age-Related Oxidative Redox and
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Abstract.
Background: Many identified mechanisms could be upstream of the prominent amyloid-� (A�) plaques in Alzheimer’s
disease (AD).
Objective: To profile the progression of pathology in AD.
Methods: We monitored metabolic signaling, redox stress, intraneuronal amyloid-� (iA�) accumulation, and extracellular
plaque deposition in the brains of 3xTg-AD mice across the lifespan.
Results: Intracellular accumulation of aggregated A� in the CA1 pyramidal cells at 9 months preceded extracellular plaques
that first presented in the CA1 at 16 months of age. In biochemical assays, brain glutathione (GSH) declined with age in both
3xTg-AD and non-transgenic controls, but the decline was accelerated in 3xTg-AD brains from 2 to 4 months. The decline in
GSH correlated exponentially with the rise in iA�. Integrated metabolic signaling as the ratio of phospho-Akt (pAkt) to total
Akt (tAkt) in the PI3kinase and mTOR pathway declined at 6, 9, and 12 months, before rising at 16 and 20 months. These
pAkt/tAkt ratios correlated with both iA� and GSH levels in a U-shaped relationship. Selective vulnerability of age-related
AD-genotype-specific pAkt changes was greatest in the CA1 pyramidal cell layer. To demonstrate redox causation, iA�
accumulation was lowered in cultured middle-age adult 3xTg-AD neurons by treatment of the oxidized redox state in the
neurons with exogenous cysteine.
Conclusion: The order of pathologic progression in the 3xTg-AD mouse was loss of GSH (oxidative redox shift) followed
by a pAkt/tAkt metabolic shift in CA1, iA� accumulation in CA1, and extracellular A� deposition. Upstream targets may
prove strategically more effective for therapy before irreversible changes.
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INTRODUCTION

Alzheimer’s disease (AD), the leading cause of
dementia, is a devastating illness most common in
adults aged 65 and older that results in impaired
memory and executive function. The disease has his-
torically been characterized by the accumulation of
extracellular amyloid-� (A�) plaques and intracellu-
lar tau (tangles). However, plaque pathology found
during autopsy often does not correlate with severity
of cognitive dysfunction in later stages of the patient’s
life. Clinical trials to treat AD have failed to meet pri-
mary endpoints for over 20 years. Despite the FDA
approval of Aducanumab based on its ability to clear
plaque deposits, no drug has yet succeeded in trials to
reverse memory impairment for AD patients. This has
led some researchers to consider other mechanistic
targets. Since over 5,000 articles in PubMed cite AD
and mechanism (over 3,000 include amyloid), we are
exploring upstream regulation of disease pathogene-
sis that could explain multiple mechanisms as noted
by Coleman [1]. Here we investigate early events such
as metabolic signaling and redox shift that may con-
tribute to early intracellular A� accumulation and late
AD pathology.

In the first immunohistochemical staining with
antibodies for both A� and amyloid-� protein pre-
cursor (A�PP) in the late 1980s, a subset of neurons
displayed elevated staining for both precursor and
product [2–6]. More recent studies have shown that
neuritic plaques arise from neurons that have accu-
mulated intraneuronal (iA�), nuclear, and perinuclear
A� in aggregated and fibrillar forms, based on its
reaction with aggregation-specific monoclonal anti-
bodies like mOC78 and electron microscopy [7, 8].
iA� is associated with early plaque stage A and
B AD pathology in human brains that are often
derived from mild cognitively impaired (MCI) or
cognitively normal individuals, suggesting that may
be an early event in AD pathogenesis [7]. Several
transgenic mouse models, including the 3xTg-AD
and 5xFAD mouse, also display prominent iA� that
stains with mOC78 and in the 5xFAD mouse stains
with thioflavin S, which stains the cores of amyloid
plaques [7–9]. The iA� may be a precursor to the
amyloid deposited as neuritic plaques because treat-
ment of 5xFAD mice with the CSF1-R inhibitor PLX
3397, prior to iA� accumulation, blocks the accu-
mulation and the subsequent deposition of neuritic
plaques [10]. The question remains why the accu-
mulation of intracellular and extracellular A� takes
months to develop in these mouse models and decades

in familial AD when the transgenes are present from
conception. What is it about aging that causes frag-
ments of A�PP, a protein essential to normal synapses
[11–13], to aggregate and become pathogenic? Could
there be metabolic precursors that promote A�
pathogenesis?

Metabolic dysfunction is known to accompany
both normal and pathological aging, but it is unclear
whether this precedes or follows the accumulation of
iA�, tau tangles, and plaques that are found in AD.
Here we measure the reduced form of glutathione
(GSH) in brains from non-transgenic (nTg) and an
AD mouse model (3xTg-AD) as a readout of oxida-
tive stress and cell health. In addition, we correlate the
reduction in GSH with a reduction in Akt activity and
the accumulation of iA� and plaques in order to con-
struct a timeline of pathological events in AD. GSH
is a tripeptide of glutamate, cysteine, and glycine
that serves as the most abundant antioxidant capable
of neutralizing intracellular free radicals. Metabolic
sensors like GSH are difficult to measure because they
change rapidly postmortem. Yet even postmortem,
Ansari and Scheff [14] found that AD brains exhib-
ited a 50% decline in synaptosomal GSH compared to
age and postmortem-interval matched non-demented
individuals, and an overall decline in GSH levels.
These changes were already evident in MCI cases,
suggesting an early event in pathogenesis, like iA�.
These declines were accompanied by an increase in
the oxidized GSSG, resulting in an 80% decline in
the redox ratio GSH/GSSG. They also measured pro-
tein and lipid oxidation levels in synaptosomes to
find correlations of 0.5–0.8 with subject Mini-Mental
State Examination scores. In living subjects with AD,
GSH levels assessed by MRI spectroscopy were 50%
lower than control subjects and 25% lower in MCI
subjects [15]. We measured levels of GSH in flash
frozen brains to determine whether decreases in GSH
precede or coincide with iA� and plaques. We also
added the reducing amino acid cysteine, a precursor to
GSH, externally to adult neuronal cultures to deter-
mine whether changing the redox state [16] would
cause a decline in iA� levels.

Another key metabolic regulator that might func-
tion upstream of pathological intracellular A�
accumulation in aging and AD is the serine/threonine
kinase Akt (Protein Kinase B). As Akt is an impor-
tant promotor of cell survival [17] and cell death
[18], it is possible that the cascade of cell death ini-
tiated by Akt dysfunction lies upstream of plaque
pathology and further cell death in AD. Through inhi-
bition of GSK-3�, the Akt pathway is implicated
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in reducing production of hyperphosphorylated tau
in neurofibrillary tangles [19, 20]. Akt is a PI3K-
dependent kinase involved in regulating a variety of
cellular processes including protein synthesis, apop-
tosis, autophagy, glucose metabolism, cell adhesion,
migration, synaptic signaling, and tumorigenesis in
response to growth factors and insulin [21–23]. Akt
activation enables the hypermetabolic state of cancer
cells [24] and resistance to hypoxia [25], indicating
that Akt can both drive and be modified by metabolic
changes. Ghosh and Brewer [16] demonstrated that a
reductive redox shift in primary neuronal culture of
old neurons resulted in increased phospho-Akt (pAkt)
levels and reduced neuronal death, while opposite
effects were induced with oxidative redox shifts.
Akt is activated by insulin, growth factors and other
transmembrane receptors through phosphorylation of
Thr308 and Ser473 by 3-phosphoinositide-dependent
protein kinase-1 (PDK1) [26] and mTORC2 [27],
respectively. pAkt in turn phosphorylates many other
proteins including mTORC1 [28], MDM2 [29], FoxO
[30, 31], and GSK-3 [32], thereby promoting or
inactivating a wide variety of cellular pathways.
Numerous studies have demonstrated the beneficial
effects of increased Akt activity on cell survival, espe-
cially in the context of apoptosis or necroptosis [18,
33–36]. Additionally, an age-related decrease in Akt
accompanies an increase in several neuroinflamma-
tion factors and GSK-3� activity in aged mice at 12
and 24 months old [37].

In human late-stage AD brain samples, pAkt lev-
els were found to be decreased in cytosolic fractions
relative to controls but increased in particulate frac-
tions [38]. In cultured cells induced to express A�
monomer and oligomers, A� expression inhibited
insulin-induced Akt phosphorylation and activity
[39]. Additionally, nuclear Akt was found to be
significantly reduced across the lifespan in CA1 com-
pared to CA3 in rats, an area that is known to have a
selective vulnerability to pathology in AD [40]. This
evidence points to a pathological decrease in pAkt in
aging and AD that could lead to dysfunction in a myr-
iad of cell signaling pathways, while also indicating
pAkt as a potential upstream target for intervention
in AD.

We sought to determine the timeline of pAkt
decrease in relation to declining GSH and accumu-
lating intraneuronal A� and plaques in AD, so we
immunostained the same mouse brains that were used
for GSH measurements to correlate pAkt/Akt ratios
in CA1 of the hippocampus with GSH levels, as
well as iA� and plaques in the same individuals. We

hypothesized that an age-related change in metabolic
signaling through pAkt, or a decline in GSH redox
state, precedes and possibly promotes the accumula-
tion of 6E10- and mOC78-positive forms of iA� in
mouse brains, which could be exacerbated at certain
times in the circadian cycle [41–43] and sex differ-
ences [44, 45]. Across seven points in the age-span of
3xTg-AD and nTg mice, we found a distinct hierar-
chy of large changes in hippocampal extracellular and
intracellular A� forms, pAkt signaling and GSH shift
to more oxidized redox levels. Surprisingly, the A�
changes could be lowered by a simple overnight treat-
ment of middle-age primary neurons with cysteine,
the reduced form of cystine. These results suggest
that an oxidative redox state is upstream of A� bio-
genesis and disposal, and strategic interventions in
redox state control may prove to be protective against
development of pathology in AD.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Mice

We used the triple-transgenic AD mouse model
from the LaFerla Lab (3xTg-AD) containing
PS1M146V, A�PPSwe, and tauP301L transgenes [46,
47]. Non-transgenic (nTg) control mice were
C57BL/6 from Charles River or a mixed background
C57BL/6/129. All animals were genotyped from tail
snips before use (Transnetyx, Cordova, TN). Animals
were housed 1–5 per cage at controlled tempera-
ture and humidity under a 12-h light/dark cycle and
provided with food and water ad libitum (2020X
diet from Envigo, Teklad, Indianapolis, IN). The two
genotype cohorts of 84 mice were divided into 12
mice in each of 7 age groups: 2, 4, 6, 9, 12, 16,
20–24 months. The 20–24-month group is called “20
month” for convenience throughout the paper. Half of
these 12 mice per age were male and half were female.
Three of these 6 mice were sacrificed in the AM and
3 in the PM to test for circadian rhythms. All exper-
iments were conducted in accordance with National
Institutes of Health guidelines, with approval from the
University of California, Irvine, Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee which follow the guidelines
for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.

Brain extraction and sectioning

Dissections were performed during 1-h sessions
just after lights-on (6:45–7:45) (AM) or just before
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lights-off (16:30–17:30) (PM). Mice were anes-
thetized with a brief exposure (5–10 s) to isoflurane
and quickly decapitated. The right half of the brain
was weighed, placed into Safe-Lock tubes (Eppen-
dorf), and snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen, and then
stored at –80◦C until use in the glutathione assay. The
left half of the brain was fixed in 4% paraformalde-
hyde/PBS at 4◦C for 4–5 days, and then stored at
4◦C in PBS with 0.02% sodium azide. They were
sectioned into 50 �m thick slices using a vibratome,
and sections were stored in PBS/0.02% sodium azide
at 4◦C until immunofluorescence staining.

Immunofluorescence staining

One 50 �m section was placed into each well of
a 24-well plate for staining. For the mOC78 and
6E10 staining, sections were treated with 70% formic
acid in water for 4 min at room temperature, then
rinsed twice with TBS (20 mM Tris, 137 mM NaCl,
pH 7.5 adjusted with HCl). After permeabilization
for 20 min with 0.1% Triton X-100 in TBS, sections
were rinsed with TBS and then incubated overnight
at room temperature in 3.6% Mouse-on-Mouse IgG
blocking reagent (ThermoFisher, R37621 1:30) in
TBS. The next day, sections were washed twice with
TBS for 2 min each, then blocked for 1 h at room
temperature (2% BSA, 0.1% Triton X-100, TBS).
Antibodies were added to the block solution, and
sections incubated overnight at room temperature
(rabbit mOC78, IgG purified from hybridoma media,
Glabe Lab, 1 �g/ml; mouse Ultra-LEAF Purified
anti-�-Amyloid 1–16 (6E10), Biolegend #803024,
5 �g/ml). The following day, sections were washed
3 times in 0.1% Triton X-100 in TBS, then blocked
for 15 min in 2% BSA and 0.1% Triton X-100 in
TBS. Secondary antibodies were added at 1:350 to
the block for 2 h at room temperature (Alexa Fluor
goat anti-rabbit 488 and Alexa Fluor goat anti-mouse
647, Invitrogen). After 3 more TBS washes, sec-
tions were stained for 10 min with 14 �g/ml DAPI
in TBS, washed again with TBS, and mounted onto
glass slides using Molecular Probes ProLong Dia-
mond Antifade Mountant. Slides were stored at 4◦C
until imaging.

For the pAkt and total Akt (tAkt) staining, sec-
tions were permeabilized for 20 min with 0.02%
Triton X-100 in PHEM (60 mM Pipes (CAS 5625-37-
6); 25 mM Hepes (CAS 7365-45-9); 10 mM EGTA
(CAS 67-42-5); 4 mM magnesium sulfate (CAS
10034-99-8); pH 7.0 adjusted with KOH) [48].
After 1 h blocking at room temperature (2% bovine

serum albumin, 1.3% normal goat serum, 0.4%
Mouse-on-Mouse IgG blocking reagent (#MKB-
2213 VectorLabs) in PHEM), sections incubated
overnight at 4◦C in block with 1:200 of each primary
antibody (mouse Akt (pan) (40D4), Cell signaling
2920, and rabbit phospho-Akt (Thr308) (C31E5E),
Cell signaling 2965). The next day, sections were
washed 3x in PHEM and then incubated for 2 h at
room temperature in secondary block (2% bovine
serum albumin in PHEM) with 1:350 each secondary
antibodies (Alexa Fluor goat anti-rabbit 488 and
Alexa Fluor goat anti-mouse 647, Invitrogen). After 3
more PHEM washes, sections were stained for 10 min
with 14 �g/ml DAPI in PHEM, washed again with
PHEM, and mounted onto glass slides using Molec-
ular Probes ProLong Diamond Antifade Mountant.
Slides were stored at 4◦C until imaging.

Image capture, processing, and statistical
analysis

For the mOC78 and 6E10 staining (with DAPI),
8-bit images were captured using a 20x air objective
on a Leica DMi8 widefield fluorescent microscope
with the following settings: intensity 10%, exposure
4.5 ms (405 nm), 55%, 25 ms (488 nm), 17%, 4 ms
(647 nm). Approximately 12–20 tiles were imaged
in the xy-axis, and Leica LASx software was used
to stitch together (“merge”) the tiles for a complete
image. Twenty sections, each 2 �m thick, were cap-
tured in the z-axis for each section. The middle 3
z-sections that showed the best focus were selected.
A Maximum Projection was performed on the 3 sec-
tions to select and compile the brightest pixel at each
x-y location using LASx. In post-processing, con-
trast was adjusted to 35–255 for the 488 channel and
25–255 in the 647 channel in order to decrease back-
ground levels. Fluorescence intensity levels were
quantified using FIJI (NIH ImageJ). A free-hand
region of interest (ROI) was drawn manually to
include the CA1 subregion or the CA1 pyramidal
layer, the dentate granule cells, hilus and CA3 pyra-
midal cells, for each individual section, avoiding any
areas with fluorescent artifacts. ROIs ranged from 180
K–800 K �m2, with overall nTg versus 3xTg-AD
ROI sizes within 9.6% of each other. For detection of
extracellular plaques and large amyloid aggregates,
images were thresholded to 27 (of 255), and the inte-
grated density of large objects from 80–8,100 �m2

was quantified. Objects below a circularity of 0.05
(large, irregular perimeters) were redacted as arti-
facts. The sum of the integrated density (Int dens)
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of all objects was divided by the CA1 regional ROI
area to adjust for variability in ROIs to yield the sum
Int dens/CA1 area. For intracellular A� detection,
the CA1 pyramidal cell layer was outlined by hand
with Fiji’s drawing ellipse followed by direct deter-
mination of the mean density of the region. Images
shown were acquired at a fixed exposure and excita-
tion and analyzed and presented at a fixed brightness
and contrast.

For the pAkt and tAkt staining (with DAPI),
images were captured using a 20x oil objective on
a Leica SP8 fluorescent confocal microscope (Uni-
versity of California, Irvine, Optical Biology Core).
Settings were as follows: 8-bit; 1024 × 1024 resolu-
tion; laser 2.3% intensity (405), 7.01% (488), 10.5%
(647); gain 175.2 (405), 95.6 (488), 800.5 (647).
Approximately 12–20 tiles were imaged in the xy-
axis, and Leica LASx software was used to merge the
tiles. Approximately 10–13 sections 2 �m thick were
captured in the z-axis for each section. The middle 3
z-sections that showed the best focus were cropped
out, and an Average Projection of these sections was
performed using LASx. The integrated density was
measured in each channel, and the ratio of pAkt (488)
to tAkt (647) was obtained. The background intensity
in the CA1 pyramidal layer of sections stained with-
out primary antibody was determined by creating an
ROI outline by hand with Fiji’s drawing ellipse. The
average density of this entire layer of cells was deter-
mined for multiple brains of each age and averaged
by age. A background of 7 was determined for ages
2 and 4 months, and 11 for the other months in both
the red and the green channels. For sections stained
with both primary and secondary antibodies, these
values of 7 and 11 were subtracted from the entire
image. The same ROI created for the red tAkt image
was applied to the green pAkt image and the mean
density determined for each epitope. The ratio of the
pAkt density over the tAkt density was calculated.
This procedure was used for CA1 pyramidal neurons,
dentate granule neurons, hilus and CA3 pyramidal
neurons.

Tissue homogenization and glutathione
measurement

The right half of each brain was thawed on wet ice.
An equal amount of two different types of homoge-
nization beads from NextAdvance was then added to
the tubes using the scooper provided (approximately
100 �l volume of each bead type): 0.5 mm Zirco-
nium Oxide Beads (ZROB05) and 1.0 mm diameter

Zirconium Oxide Beads (ZROC10). Ice-cold buffer
was added to each sample (800 �l 50 mM MES, pH
7.0/1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0). Tissue was homogenized
by placing the tubes into the Buller Blender (Nex-
tAdvance) for the following cycles: Speed 7, 5 min;
Ice, 5 min, Speed 10, 5 min; Ice, 5 min; Speed 10,
5 min; Ice, 5 min. Samples were then centrifuged for
15 min at 10,000 g, 4◦C. The supernatant was trans-
ferred to a fresh tube to be processed for glutathione
measurements.

Instructions were followed from the Glutathione
Assay Kit (Cayman Chemical, #703002, Ann Arbor,
MI). Briefly, an equal volume of 10% meta-
phosphoric acid w/v (CAS 37267-86-0, Fisher
AA33267-22) was added to the supernatants to depro-
teinate the samples, followed by a 5 min incubation
at room temperature, then centrifugation at 5,000 g
for 3 min at 4◦C. Supernatant was removed to a
fresh tube, and 4 M Triethanolamine (CAS 102-
71-6; Sigma T58300) was added to raise the pH.
For total glutathione measurements, samples were
diluted between 1:10 and 1:100. For oxidized GSSG
measurements, samples were derivatized by adding
2-vinylpyridine (CAS 100-69-6, Sigma 132292),
then diluted between 1:10 and 1:100. All sam-
ples were loaded in triplicate into a 96-well plate,
along with triplicates of the appropriate standards
from the kit. A cocktail of enzyme (glutathione
reductase and glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase),
cofactor (NADP+ and glucose-6-phosphate), and
DTNB (Ellman’s reagent) was added, and the sam-
ples incubated at room temperature for 25 min. The
plates were then read using a SpectraMax plate reader
with SoftMaxPro software at absorbance 405 nm.
Total glutathione and GSSG levels were calculated
by plotting absorbance readings on the average
standard curves, and reduced GSH levels were
obtained by subtracting GSSG from total glutathione
levels.

Cysteine addition to adult cultured neurons and
intracellular Aβ

Adult primary hippocampal neurons were cultured
from 3xTg-AD and nTg mice of indicated ages [49].
Briefly, hippocampi plus overlying entorhinal cortex
were dissected, sliced, cells loosened in papain and
neurons isolated on a Nycoprep gradient in Hiber-
nate A/B27 (270 mOsm, BrainBits, Springfield, IL).
Neurons were plated at 35,000 cells/cm2 on 12 mm
Assistent brand glass coverslips (Carolina Biological
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Supply, Burlington, NC) precoated with 100 �g/mL
poly-D-lysine in water (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis,
MO #P6407). Plating and culture medium was Brain-
Phys plus SM1 (Stem Cell Technologies, Seattle,
WA), Glutamax (Fisher Scienfitic, Carlsbad, CA),
10 ng/mL each FGF2 (#450-33) and PDGFbb (315-
18) (recombinant murine Peprotech, Cranbury, NJ).
Neurons were cultured to develop axons, dendrites,
and synapses over 2 weeks in physiological 9% O2,
5% CO2, humidified 37◦C. One half the medium was
changed twice a week, without growth factors after
the first week.

To shift the redox state of cells from oxidized to a
healthy reductive balance [50], 2-week-old neurons
were treated for 24 h with 100 �M cysteine from a
10 mM fresh stock made in Hibernate A/B27, pH 7.3.
Controls received on Hibernate. Cells were fixed for
10 min at 22◦C in 4% paraformaldehyde in PHEM
buffer to preserve microtubules (as above). Fix was
removed by one rinse in PHEM, followed by antigen
retrieval for 5 min at 95◦C in 0.1 M sodium citrate,
pH 6. Non-specific sites were blocked and cells per-
meabilized for 60 min in 2% bovine serum albumin,
0.1% Triton X-100 in PHEM. Primary antibodies
of mouse anti-�-Amyloid 1–16 (6E10) and rabbit
mOC78 as above were incubated overnight at 4◦C.
Controls received no primary antibodies. Unbound
antibodies were removed by rinsing three times
in PHEM. Secondar antibodies of goat anti-mouse
Alexafluor 647 (1:350) and goat anti-rabbit Alex-
afluor 488 (1:350; Fisher Scientific) were incubated
with cells for 1 h at room temperature. Unbound sec-
ondary antibodies were removed by washing the cells
twice with PHEM, followed by staining nuclei for
2 min in 10 �g/mL bisbenzimide (Sigma-Aldrich).
After rinsing twice more, slips were mounted and
imaged with an Olympus 60x oil immersion objec-
tive.

Statistical analysis

GraphPad Prism (San Diego, CA) was used to
identify statistical differences for all experiments
using a 2-way ANOVA followed by Sidak’s or
Tukey’s multiple-comparison post-test, in addition
to regression analyses. Groups were first analyzed
separately (Female, AM; Female, PM; Male, AM;
Male, PM), and combined for further analysis if no
significant age-related difference was found between
them. Outliers above four S.D. from the mean were
redacted.

RESULTS

Large extracellular Aβ in the CA1 subregion of
the 3xTg-AD mouse hippocampus detected by
6E10 and mOC78 antibodies at 16 months of age

To profile the development of A� aggregates across
the lifespan of 3xTg AD-model mice, we performed
immunostaining of brain sections using 6E10, an anti-
body that recognizes exposed residues 5–7 of the
human A� peptide [51], and mOC78 antibodies that
recognize a conformational epitope at positions 8–11
and 24–26 [52] of aggregates of oligomeric mouse
and human A� peptide and other amyloids [7]. We
examined the staining of large aggregates and plaques
(>80 �m2) in CA1 of the hippocampus, a region that
is known to be affected early in AD [53]. We sam-
pled three mice per age of each sex, each in the
morning (AM) and evening (PM) to detect circadian
variations [41, 54]. We found that large extracellu-
lar 6E10 deposits began to appear at 16 months of
age (Fig. 1A, B, D) in female mice sampled in the
AM (t-test, p = 0.02), and were abundant at 20 month
(Fig. 1 C, D). The age and genotypic differences were
more prominent in females than males only in the AM
(p = 0.01), and larger in the AM than PM (p = 0.03)
for brain collection (Supplementary Table 1). Includ-
ing all AM and PM, males and females, genotype
differences were prominent, since nTg immunoreac-
tivity was virtually zero (n = 84/genotype, p = 0.004
and age, p = 0.0008). The size of these plaques was
log-log distributed (Fig. 1E; R2 = 0.98), suggesting
a snowball effect of seeding, once started [55, 56].
To complement these findings, we quantified large
extracellular mOC78 aggregates, which were also not
detected until 16 months of age in females in the
AM (Fig. 1C, F, p = 0.01). ANOVA of the various
mOC78 stains by group indicated significant overall
effects of genotype (p = 0.003) and age (p < 0.0001)
(Supplementary Table 2). Signals were stronger for
females over males only in the AM (p = 0.008). These
results suggest that the pathologic aggregated form of
A� detected by mOC78 is part of the same pathway
that increases 6E10 aggregates beginning around 16
months of age.

Intracellular 6E10 Aβ and mOC78 Aβ

aggregates in CA1 pyramidal cells at 9 months of
age precede extracellular accumulation

To analyze intracellular A�, we created regions of
interest specifically around the CA1 layer of pyrami-
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Fig. 1. A) 3xTg-AD hippocampus at 12 months with background levels of 6E10 (red) and mOC78 (green). Scale is 500 �m. B) Scattered
deposits of extracellular 6E10 in cortex and mOC78 in CA1 and cortex. C) Prominent deposits of extracellular 6E10 and mOC78 in CA1
and cortex (yellow is overlap). D) Quantitative analysis indicates the rise in 6E10 above zero begins at 16 months. E) Log-log distribution
of plaque areas in CA1 from 100 to 2000 �m2. F) mOC78 CA1 deposits jump above zero at 16 months.

dal neurons (Fig. 2). Immunoreactivity was relatively
weak in nTg brains, as expected (Fig. 2A). In 3xTg-
AD mice, we found an abrupt two-fold increase of
6E10 in the pyramidal layer of the CA1 between
6 and 9 months (Fig. 2B-D). We also saw a two-
fold more incremental increase in mean intensity in
the non-transgenic (nTg) wildtype increasing steadily
with age from 2 to 20 months (Fig. 2D). When
comparing 3xTg-AD mice to wildtype, we see that
in 3xTg-AD mice, there is consistently about two
times higher 6E10 mean intensity (Fig. 2D). When
looking specifically at female mice sacrificed in the
morning, we see the same pattern, but a stronger
increase in the 3xTg-AD mice between 6 and 9
months (Fig. 2E). There was no significant differ-
ence in 6E10 with time of sacrifice (Fig. 2F). We do,
however, see a sex effect with female mice show-
ing the greater increase (Fig. 2E, G; Supplementary
Table 3).

Previous studies have shown that misfolded and
aggregated protein can be detected using the mOC78
antibody at 10 months of age in 3xTg-AD mice [7]

and other protein aggregates in MCI brains [57].
Neuritic plaques that form subsequently share the
same intracellular amyloid immunostaining, suggest-
ing that these plaques originate from exocytosed A�
or from neurons that have degenerated following
intracellular amyloid toxicity. To examine the con-
tribution of mOC78 intracellular A� to extracellular
plaques, we looked at intracellular mOC78 aggre-
gates across the lifespan. Pooling AM, PM, males,
and females for 12 brains per age and genotype indi-
cated a significant rise in mOC78 in the old brains
(9, 12, 16, and 20 months compared to the young
ones (2, 4, and 6 months) (Fig. 2H, p = 0.02). Inter-
estingly, nTg brains also began a rising reversal with
a slight delay at 12 months. We found that female
brains collected in the AM showed significantly
greater mOC78 accumulation of A�, beginning at 9
months compared to nTg brains (Fig. 2I, p = 0.02).
Female brains collected in the PM also accumulated
more mOC78 A� than nTg brains (Fig. 3J, p = 0.05),
with an overall effect of higher mOC78 in females
than males combining both genotypes (Supplemen-
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Fig. 2. Age-dependence of intracellular CA1 6E10 and mOC78 immunoreactivity with a large increase at 9 months. A) Low 6E10 immunore-
activity in a 6-month-old female nTg brain. B) Only faint stain in a 6-month-old female 3xTg-AD mouse brain. C) Much stronger stain
intensity in the CA1 pyramidal layer of a 9-month-old 3xTg-AD brain. D) Genotype comparison across the age-span shows large increase
in 6E10 intensity from 6 to 9 months in 3xTg-AD brains (n = 12 brains/point). E) Largest effect of 9 months rise in 6E10 in female AM mice
(n = 3 brains/point). F) Age-effect without a difference between 6E10 3xTg-AD brains collected in the AM versus PM (n = 6 brains/point,
male and female combined). G) Female 6E10 increase at 9 months compared to male 3xTg-AD (n = 6 brains/point, AM and PM combined).
H) mOC78 merged AM, PM, male and female indicate 9, 12, and 16 and 20 months brains jump higher in than 2, 4, and 6-month-old
3xTg-AD brains and nTg steadily increases with age (n = 12 brains/point). I) mOC78 female brains harvested in the AM compared by age
and genotype (n = 3 brains per point). J) mOC78 female brains harvested in the PM (n = 3 brain/point). K) Female mOC78 levels are higher
than male levels (n = 3 brains/point).

tary Table 4). Female brains displayed higher mOC78
A� than males (Fig. 2K, p = 0.05). These ANOVAs
showed no higher mOC78 in the AM than PM
when the genotypes were combined (Supplementary
Table 4).

In the CA1 pyramidal cells of 3xTg-AD mice,
these results reveal that intracellular 6E10 A� and
mOC78 A� aggregates accumulate rapidly from 6–9
months of age, before the extracellular evidence of
6E10 plaques can be detected at 16 months. This
time course shows the progression from intracellular
to extracellular A� accumulation that suggests the
hypothesis that cognitive defects in AD are caused
more by intracellular A� than extracellular plaques.
The rise in mOC78 with age in the nTg brains sug-
gests that heightened transgene production of A�
protein in the 3xTg-AD brains and aggregation is not
the original trigger for intracellular protein aggrega-
tion, but that some other aspect of aging physiology
may be an upstream cause.

Phospho-Akt, an indicator of cell metabolism,
decreases with age prior to the accumulation of
intracellular Aβ

Akt (protein kinase B) is a PI3K-dependent ser-
ine/threonine kinase in the mTOR pathway that is
important for metabolism, cell survival, and prolif-
eration. Using active Akt as a metabolic readout, we
performed immunofluorescence staining to quantify
phospho-Akt (active; pAkt) normalized to total Akt
(tAkt) in the CA1 pyramidal cell layer in mouse brain
sections. We found that pAkt levels were high at 4
months of age, decreased at 6 months, and increased
again at 16 months of age (Fig. 3A-C). This could
indicate that following a pathological decline in pAkt
with age, an inflammatory mechanism over-reacts
with high levels at 16 months that exceeded lev-
els observed at the younger ages. We found that the
pAkt/tAkt ratio in females decreases early from 2–4
months of age, prior to the observed rise in 6E10 or
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mOC78 intracellular A�. There was a 52% decrease
from 6–12 months in the 3xTg-AD, but not in the nTg
mice (Fig. 3D). There was no significant difference
between pAkt/tAkt levels in male and female 3xTg-
AD mice in the AM (Fig. 3E) and combining mice
of both sexes accentuates the early decrease in the
pAkt/tAkt ratio by genotype (Fig. 3F). There was a
significant decline in pAkt/tAkt in the 3xTg-AD mice
in the AM with middle age (p = 0.03) (Fig. 3G). A
bimodal distribution becomes apparent in the old age
group (Fig. 3G). This suggests that pAkt/tAkt levels
that are either too high or too low are pathological.
In addition, we found there to be a circadian differ-
ence in pAkt/tAkt levels in the female 3xTg-AD mice
(p = 0.002), but not in the male mice (Supplemen-
tary Table 5). This table displays details of ANOVA
comparisons among the different conditions.

An age-related decrease in the reduced
antioxidant form of glutathione precedes the
appearance of 6E10 intracellular Aβ

The reduced, protective form of GSH serves as
the cell’s primary redox buffer, neutralizing free rad-
icals and protecting the cell from oxidative stress.
We quantified GSH levels in the left hemisphere of
the mouse brain by monitoring an enzymatic recy-
cling reaction using glutathione reductase. We found
that GSH decreases over the lifespan in both nTg and
3xTg-AD mice (p = 0.002), with overall GSH levels
lower in 3xTg-AD mice than in the nTg (p = 0.05)
(Fig. 3A). This effect was exacerbated at 4 months
of age (Fig. 3A) and was significant for the 3xTg-
AD by comparison of 2 month to 4, 6, and 9 months
combined (p = 0.03). In addition, low GSH levels cor-

Fig. 3. Age and genotype changes in pAkt/tAkt ratio in CA1 pyramidal neurons. A) In this 4-month-old female 3xTg-AD harvested in the
AM, the pAkt/tAkt ratio was brighter than B) in a 6-month-old female AM brain (pAkt (green), tAkt (red)) due to a decrease in pAkt. C) A
16-month-old female AM brain with a higher ratio of pAkt/tAkt due to lower tAkt. Across the age-span, the pAkt/tAkt ratio in D) female
AM mice dipped lower in middle-age, then higher in old age. E) Ratios in the female AM were lower than in the PM. F) 3xTg-AD ratios
for males and females combined dipped lower than similar nTg brains. G) Age effects for AM females plus males combined and grouped
by young (2 and 4 months), lower middle-age (6, 9, and 12 months) ratios and elevated ratios in old brains (16 and 20 months).
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relate with the observed increase in CA1 pyramidal
layer intracellular A� (Fig. 4B). From 2 to 4 months
of age, GSH levels decreased by 22%, correlating
with an exponential rise in 6E10 intracellular A�.
These results suggest that the reduction in GSH with
age may be a driving factor for the accumulation of
intracellular A�. Due to larger variances in the GSH
measures for whole brain, significance by ANOVA
was only seen with larger sample sizes in combin-
ing AM PM and males and females (Supplementary
Table 6). Perhaps samples of brain hippocampus or
even CA1 would reach significance for the trends seen
for circadian and sex differences.

Correlations of pAkt/tAkt with 6E10 Aβ and GSH

We observed a U-shaped relationship of pAkt/tAkt
levels for AM 3xTg-AD males and females com-
bined compared to intracellular 6E10 and mOC78
A� accumulation (Fig. 5A). From the nadir of pAkt,
the left side shows the rise in 6E10 correlated with
the drop in pAkt/tAkt. The right side shows that a rise
in pAkt/tAkt also associated with elevated iA�. The
relationship of GSH and pAkt/tAkt is also U-shaped
(Fig. 5B). While GSH drops 23% from 2 to 4 months
of age without a change in pAkt/tAkt, further declines
in GSH were associated with the middle-age drop in

Fig. 4. GSH declines early at 4 months and correlates with the rise in 6E10 A�. A) Brain GSH levels decline with age in 3xTg-AD faster
than in nTg, with an early accelerated drop from 2 to 4 months (t-test of 2 months versus 4, 6, and 9 months, p = 0.03). B) Correlation of
3xTg-AD intracellular CA1 6E10 rises exponentially with a decline in GSH (reverse scale) (6E10 = 113*exp(-6.5*GSH) + 7.2, R2 = 0.83.
Numbers indicate age of animals.

Fig. 5. U-shaped correlations of pAkt/tAkt with 6E10 A� and GSH. A) Mid-range pAkt/tAkt correlates with low intracellular CA1 6E10
while declines or elevations in this ratio correlate with higher 6E10 levels. B) Before a change in pAkt/tAkt ratios, GSH drops 23% from 2
to 4 months followed by a decline in pAkt/tAkt, then a rise in ratio as GSH declines further (reverse scale).
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pAkt/tAkt, before continued decline in old-age GSH
was associated with the rise in pAkt/tAkt (Fig. 5B).

Taken together, these results characterize the time-
line of pathological events across the lifespan of
3xTg-AD mice. An age-related decline in GSH
occurs from 2 to 4 months, prior to the decrease in
CA1 pyramidal cell pAkt/tAkt levels at 4 to 6 months.
Intracellular A� accumulation can be detected in
CA1 by 6E10 from 6 to 9 months of age and mOC78
at 9 months. Subsequently, extracellular plaques are
first present at 16 months (6E10 and mOC78), with
an increase in pAkt/tAkt levels co-occurring at 16
months of age. Our results are consistent with the
hypothesis that age-driven redox changes in GSH
drive pAkt/tAkt metabolic dysfunction within the
brain to drive the accumulation of intracellular A�,
which causes the pathologic extracellular accumula-
tion of A� plaques in AD.

Selective vulnerability of pAkt changes with age
in the dentate (DG), hilus, and CA3

CA1 and entorhinal cortex are known to be sites of
higher synapse loss and greater density of extracel-
lular deposition of A�-rich plaques in AD patients
[53]. The 3xTg-AD mouse model is also known to
show higher densities of plaque deposition in the
CA1 and subiculum and iA� [47] than other brain
areas. Whether this selective vulnerability is due to
metabolic changes signaled by pAkt is unknown.
Here we measured pAkt/tAkt levels in the DG, hilus
and CA3 as above in the CA1. The tAkt levels are
much higher in this 6-month-old female AM 3xTg-
AD brain than a corresponding nTg brain (Fig. 6A,
B). Levels vary considerably between brains, which
is why we use the ratio of pAkt/tAkt. The pAkt/tAkt
ratio is lower in the DG and hilus of 3xTg-AD

Fig. 6. pAkt/tAkt ratios in the dentate gyrus (DG), hilus, and CA3 demonstrate selective vulnerability. A) Low pAkt and tAkt levels in a
6-month-old female nTg brain harvested in the AM. B) Higher pAkt and tAkt staining in a 6-month-old female AM 3xTg-AD brain that
varies by subregion: higher tAkt (red) in the DG (yellow outline) than the hilus (green outline) or CA3 (blue outline). All regions experience
a decline in pAkt/tAkt ratio with age, especially at 20 months. Compared to nTg female brains collected in the AM, C) DG female AM
3xTg-AD pAkt/tAkt ratios were lower, especially at 6, 9, and 12 months, D) similar hilus ratios were well separated from higher nTg ratios.
E) CA3 3xTg-AD ratios were not significantly different. (n = 3 brains/point in all cases).
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Fig. 7. In cultured middle-age neurons, reductive extracellular cysteine lowers mOC78 and 6E10 A�. A) 6-month-old male 3xTg-AD
neurons with little overlap of red 6E10 and green mOC78. Five large red congregated stains are localized to nuclei. B) 6-month-old male
3xTg-AD neurons treated for 24 h with 100 �M cysteine to shift from oxidized to more reduced intracellular redox state. C) Untreated
11-month-old male 3xTg-AD with more red 6E10 and green mOC78 than 6 months. D) 11-month-old male 3xTg-AD treated for 24 h with
100 �M cysteine to lower 6E10 (red) and mOC78 (green). Quantitative analysis of 6 fields for E) mOC78 area per object with significant
effects of age and cysteine treatment. F) mOC78 objects per cell with significant effects of cysteine treatment in both ages. G) mOC78
integrated density per cell with significant reduction in 11-month-old neurons by cysteine. H) 6E10 area per object with significant reduction
in 11-month-old neurons by cysteine. I) 6E10 objects per cell. J) 6E10 integrated density per cell with significant reduction in 11-month-old
neurons by cysteine. Each dot is the average in one 220 × 220 �m field.

brains than the nTg brains in the middle-ages of 6–12
months (Fig. 6C, D), considering both sexes, AM and
PM combined. Compared to the hilus (Fig. 6D), DG
ratios (Fig. 6C) are about 50% lower because of the
high tAkt in the DG denominator (see also Fig. 6B).
The DG of 3xTg-AD brains also stain with a 40%
lower ratio than nTg, especially in the middle-ages.
Figure 6E shows the absence of a genotype effect in
the CA3 subregion. Compared to the CA1 (Fig. 6D,
E), lower pAkt/tAkt ratios in the DG and hilus are less
robust and absent in CA3, demonstrating selective
vulnerability of this metabolic sensor.

Reversal of age-related oxidized neuronal redox
state with cysteine lowers mOC78 and 6E10 Aβ

The associations of the above GSH, pAkt, intra-
and extracellular A� deposits do not establish cau-
sation. To address causation, we attempted to raise
the earliest event, oxidatively shifted GSH levels,
by intervention with the reducing amino acid, cys-
teine, as we previously showed in cultured adult
neurons [16]. This treatment was more effective in
neurons cultured from older 3xTg-AD brains than

younger or nTg brains with higher levels of GSH.
Figure 7A and B show little effect of 100 �M cys-
teine for 24 h on mOC78 (green) or 6E10 (red)
A� in neurons cultured from a 6-month-old brain.
In contrast, untreated neurons cultured from an 11-
month-old brain stained stronger for A� (Fig. 7C),
but only reached significance for mOC78 area/object
(Fig. 7E). Figure 7D shows that cysteine treat-
ment lowered the A� immunoreactivity compared to
untreated (Fig. 7C). The 11 months cysteine treatment
lowered mOC78 area per object (Fig. 7E), objects
per cell (Fig. 7F), and integrated density by 60%
(Fig. 7G). Cysteine lowered 6E10 area per object
(Fig. 7H) and integrated density by 80% (Fig. 7J).
Together, reversal of the oxidized GSH redox state
with an intervention of reducing cysteine lowered A�
levels. Thus, an oxidized redox state appears to cause
increases in A� levels.

DISCUSSION

We examined the age-related profile of three mech-
anisms that could be upstream of the prominent
A�-rich plaque deposition in AD. One criterion of
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a causative mechanism is that it precedes the effect
in time, in this case plaque deposition and cognitive
impairment. Oddo et al. [58] originally reported that
amyloid deposition preceded tau tangle formation,
that synaptic dysfunction preceded amyloid deposi-
tion [47] and speculated that intraneuronal A� caused
cognitive dysfunction [59] in the 3xTg-AD model
mouse. Belfiore et al. [60] added microglial activa-
tion as an aspect of inflammation to the early mix
at 6 months along with early detection of cognitive
deficits at this age. However, since the 3xTg-AD
mouse expresses transgenes from conception, we
still have the question of why plaques and cogni-
tive decline are not evident earlier. We identified
chronological age-associated increases in CA1 intra-
neuronal A� accumulation that greatly increased
from 6 to 9 months and preceded the small increases
in extracellular plaque deposition that began at 16
months but reached maximum levels at 20 months
in the brains of 3xTg-AD mice. Intracellular CA1
amyloid aggregation measured with mOC78 anti-
bodies sensitive to oligomers also reached an early
plateau at 9 months in the 3xTg-AD brains, a level
eventually seen in nTg brains at 16–20 months. This
suggests that the AD-like transgenes accelerated an
aging-linked process also seen in nTg CA1 in old
age. Indeed, the mutations introduced in 3xTg-AD
mice have been shown to alter metabolism and GSH
levels. The MAPT P301L mutation has been shown
using fluorodeoxyglucose-positron emission tomog-
raphy (FDG-PET) to disrupt brain metabolism in
pre-symptomatic human patients [61]. A reduction in
GSH was observed in lymphoblasts with presenilin1
and A�PP mutations [62], and A�PP overexpression
perturbed metabolism by decreasing mitochondrial
respiration and enhancing glycolysis in SH-SY5Y
cells [63].

pAkt metabolic signaling was high in young
2–4-month-old CA1 and declined at 6, 9, and 12
months, before rising at 16 and 20 months. Thus,
the pAkt decline preceded the rise in intracellu-
lar A� and protein aggregates. Even earlier, the
principle redox buffer in cells, GSH, showed an accel-
erated decline in AD brains from 2 to 4 months
that continued over the entire lifespan. Final old-
age GSH values were similar for 3xTg-AD and nTg,
again suggesting accelerated aging promoted by the
transgenes. An exponential relationship correlated
these GSH declines with the rise in intracellular
A�, consistent with a causative relationship. The
pAkt/tAkt ratios correlated with both A� and GSH
levels in a U-shaped relationship. To establish a

causal relationship of GSH redox state to intracel-
lular A� accumulation, addition of reducing levels of
exogenous cysteine to cultured middle-age neurons
lowered intracellular A� accumulation. Together,
among the mechanisms examined, an oxidative redox
shift in GSH occurred the earliest in 3xTg-AD
brains, which could be remediated in culture by
addition of cysteine with consequent reduction in
intracellular A�. Prior studies in cultures of neu-
rons showed an oxidative redox shift with cystine
promoted neuron death from old 3xTg-AD mice,
but not young, while a reductive shift with cys-
teine lowered death coinciding with changes in pAkt
[16]. Our prior work also showed that excess gluta-
mate addition to old neurons increased the Alz-50
tau staining more than 2-fold, indicating late age-
dependence and susceptibility to further pathology
[55].

Intracellular and extracellular Aβ

As in this report, human [8, 64, 65] and some trans-
genic animal models like 3xTg-AD and 5xFAD mice
accumulate iA� before extracellular plaque deposi-
tion, prior to any observable tau pathology [7]. In
AD-model mice, iA� decreases as plaques increase
[9, 47, 59, 66]. These kinetics are consistent with
a precursor-product relationship. In human brain,
iA� is prominent at plaque stages A and B and
more rarely observed in plaque stage C samples,
suggesting that iA� is also an early event that pre-
cedes plaque deposition in humans [7]. This study
and others above saw these iA� neurons stain with
thioflavin S and the aggregation-specific mOC78,
suggesting they are not just A�PP, but aggregated
iA�. Although the significance of iA� has been
debated for a long time, it appears to be causally
related to plaque deposition. Separate observations
that early treatment of 5xFAD mice with the CSF-
R1 inhibitor PLX3397 prior to iA� accumulation
caused the ablation of microglia by 90%, reduced
iA� by 90% and also reduced the subsequent depo-
sition of neuritic plaques by 90% are consistent
with iA� being the precursor to extracellular neu-
ritic plaques [10]. Here we report that treatment of
cultured adult neurons with cysteine lowers iA� by
60–80%, largely in the absence of cultured microglia.
However, we observed that cultured microglia from
old rats respond to A�1-40 with elevated produc-
tion of the inflammatory cytokine TNF compared to
microglia from middle-age rats [67]. Interestingly,
these studies showed that old rat neurons died with
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high levels of TNF, at higher rates than middle-
age neurons, an effect suppressed by antioxidants.
This suggests that neuron vulnerability to inflamma-
tory TNF is heightened in old-age by reductions in
GSH. Since microglia produce ROS in response to
A� [67], as well as ATP to activate P2X7 recep-
tors [69], it may not be surprising that inhibition of
this receptor reduced A�-stimulated ROS. Interest-
ingly, the same early ablation of microglia in tau
transgenic mice also inhibits the ApoE4-dependent
accumulation of aggregated and hyperphosphory-
lated tau, suggesting that they may share upstream
signaling pathways for accumulation [70]. Over-
all, the literature seems to be exposing a shift in
pathogenic mechanism from A� secretion causing
plaques, to metabolic and redox modulation that
increases iA�, which upon cellular death or dam-
age releases iA� into the parenchyma as neuritic
plaques to spread cellular damage, including uptake
by microglia and concentration into dense core
plaque deposits [71].

Sex effects

The 70% prevalence of AD in females appears to
have mechanistic underpinnings beyond the longer
lifespan of females, but mechanisms proven by
interventions remain elusive [72, 73]. Prominent
suspects for a higher age-specific female incidence
involve hormonal differences, as well as differences
in ApoE/cholesterol handling and in inflammatory
responses. The R47H-TREM2 mutation associated
with late-onset AD activates inflammatory genes in
microglia, but more genes were activated in female
excitatory and inhibitory neurons with slightly less
in male inhibitory neurons [74]. To better address
mechanism, studies in AD-transgenic mice found
that bioenergetic deficits were exacerbated in females
before extracellular A� deposition [75]. In age-
matched cohorts, female 3xTg-AD mice had more
extensive A� deposits than males, associated with
higher beta-secretase activity and lower neprilysin
degrading enzyme [76]. Age-related sex differences
could be important at any of the age-related patho-
logic stages, but not necessarily all of them. Our
findings reported here saw greater female than male
6E10 plaques, intracellular CA1 6E10, and mOC78,
but not pAkt or GSH. This and the above cited work
suggest sex effects may be more related to the later
stages of A� processing, rather than earlier age or
transgene redox changes.

Circadian time of day effects

Sundowning in AD patients involves neuropsy-
chiatric symptoms of irritability, confusion, and
aggressiveness at the end of the day [77, 78]. Sun-
down syndrome may be caused by the buildup of
toxicants in the brain. In vivo hippocampal dialysis
in AD-mouse brain and human cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF) revealed a circadian cycle of interstitial A�
levels that correlated with wakefulness [41, 54]. In
mice, levels were highest at the end of the dark
cycle (end of wakefulness, our evening) and low-
est at the end of the light cycle (end of sleep, our
morning). In our studies, higher iA� levels were
detected in female 3xTg-AD brains harvested at
the end of the wake cycle in the AM than at the
end of sleep in the PM, suggesting that the bal-
ance between production and degradation of iA�
changes on this short time scale. Lower levels of
metabolic signaling from pAkt or oxidative GSH
redox state in the females could drive this increase
in iA�. This iA� could be the source for the intersti-
tial A� that builds the more stable large A� deposits
that did not show circadian changes. Age- and
genotype-related changes in GSH did not show circa-
dian changes, possibly because the whole brain was
evaluated.

Selective vulnerability

An intriguing aspect of neurodegenerative dis-
ease is the selective vulnerability of specific brain
regions to each disease. The initial site for Parkin-
son’s disease pathology is the substantia nigra,
whereas AD cognitive changes originate in the hip-
pocampus, specifically subregion CA1 [40]. This
selectivity was evident in AD-transgenic mice,
despite thy-1 driven expression in all brain neu-
rons, [66] as well as influencing tau pathology
[79]. Other work in normal aging rats shows selec-
tive age-related vulnerability of the CA1 associated
with differences in Akt survival signaling [40],
suggesting that Akt signaling in the aging brain
is part of a two-hit trigger for AD with redox
stress adding to iA� processing [80, 81]. Our work
demonstrating the reduction of pAkt/tAkt levels in
middle-age in the CA1 and somewhat in the DG and
hilus, but not the CA3, support and extend a role
for regionally selective metabolic signaling in the
hippocampus.
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Metabolic signaling through Akt

Akt is a pro-survival kinase that controls a variety
of cell signaling pathways through phosphorylation
of its targets in response to appropriate growth factor,
hormone, integrin, neurotrophin, and cytokine recep-
tor activation. The phosphorylation of Akt (pAkt)
by PDK1 activates the kinase to induce autophagy
from decreased receptor signaling. The early decline
in pAkt signaling that is reported in AD patients, and
that we observed in the 3xTg-AD CA1 at 6-9 months,
may contribute to the development of AD pathogen-
esis through a reduction in beneficial autophagy and
other downstream signaling pathways. Magrane et al.
[82] found that induced adenoviral intracellular A�
expression in postnatal primary cortical cultures led
to a decrease in pAkt, and an increase in GSK-3 and
apoptosis, whereas overexpression of constitutively
active Akt reversed the toxic effects of intracellu-
lar A�. As we found in 3xTg-AD CA1, they also
reported declines in levels of pAkt/tAkt in Tg2576
AD-transgenic mice beginning at 6 months in frontal
cortex, an area selectively vulnerable compared to the
cerebellum. These results demonstrate intracellular
A� induces a stress response through Akt signaling.
Further, A� toxicity could be reversed by activating
stronger Akt signaling and by Hsp70 neuroprotec-
tion. In another study, A� injection into the mouse
third ventricle led to a two-fold increase in cleaved
caspase-3 and a 40% reduction in pAkt in CA1 stra-
tum radiatum [83]. Interestingly, 2 weeks of daily
brain infusions of an activator of Akt into brains of
5xFAD mice restored the pAkt/tAkt ratio to wild-
type levels and rescued AD-like memory impairment,
LTD and LTP deficits suggesting a metabolic burden
of A� that can be remediated by increased activation
of Akt. Hsp70 stabilizes unfolded proteins and is also
upregulated by Akt and protects against intracellular
A� toxicity [82].

We previously found in 3xTg-AD primary neurons
in culture that lower pAkt/tAkt ratios were linearly
correlated with neuronal survival, and that low ratios
in neurons from older animals (with higher death)
were under redox stress that could be reversed by cys-
teine [16]. Our studies across the age-span of mice are
supported by earlier findings of declines in survival
signaling in CA1 nuclear pAkt-thr308 of wild-type
rats [40]. We observed that the early decline in pAkt
was followed by elevated pAkt/tAkt in 3xTg-AD
CA1 at 16 months. This pattern of an early decline
followed by a rise was noted in AD as well [84, 85].
Griffin et al. [38] found late-stage AD brains contain

high levels of pAkt and resultant increased phospho-
rylation of Akt substrates GSK3�, tau, and mTOR.
The late increase in pAkt could result from a failed
homeostatic mechanism attempting to restore nor-
mal pAkt levels, or it could be an upregulation of
pAkt driven by a pathological cellular response to
aging. The R47H-TREM2 mutation associated with
late-onset AD activates inflammatory genes in exci-
tatory and inhibitory neurons, and hyperactivates the
Akt signaling pathways in microglia that may also be
involved in neurons [74]. Inappropriate distribution
of PTEN, a phosphatase that inactivates Akt, may
lead to hyperactivation of the Akt pathway in late life
[38]. Other groups have also predicted that increasing
cell death in later stages of AD may induce hyperac-
tivation of the Akt pathway [85]. This could lead to a
reduction in A� clearance through autophagy, as Akt
inhibition induces autophagy [86]. Indeed, we saw a
late-life rebounding increase in the pAkt/tAkt ratio at
16 months of age that correlated with deficits reported
in autophagy [55]. Together, these results suggest that
both the early decline and old-age rise in pAkt expres-
sion in AD and AD model mice are pathogenic. All
of these studies in culture, in mice and AD patients
suggest critical metabolic controls by the Akt path-
way for regulating the production and clearance of
A� but these controls could be influenced by earlier
redox changes.

Akt and redox oxidation

In addition to receptor activation of Akt, the kinase
activity of Akt is also modulated by redox status [87].
At healthy redox states, Akt phosphorylation results
in its translocation to the nucleus for normal pro-
tective mechanisms. With a strong oxidative shift,
pAkt is diverted to mitochondria for promotion of
apoptosis. Antico Arciuc et al. [87] showed that this
difference was marked by selective oxidation of Akt
at cys310 to sulfenic or cysteic acids. Ahmad et al.
[88] further identified these redox-active cysteines as
critical for regulation of Akt1 proteasomal degrada-
tion. They also found that inhibition of glutaredoxin
(Grx1) led to dephosphorylation of Akt1 and loss of
kinase activity with increased association of Akt with
PP2A. Interestingly, these changes could be reversed
by treatment of cells with N-acetylcysteine, demon-
strating the redox sensitivity of Akt. Our reversal of
age-related iA� in cultured neurons by cysteine could
also be influenced by redox-mediated rejuvenation of
autophagic-endocytic degradation of A�PP or inhi-
bition of gamma-secretase processing of A�PP.
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Glutathione and redox state

GSH at millimolar intracellular concentrations
serves as the major antioxidant and redox buffer
inside cells. According to fundamental biochemistry,
redox active NADH drives ATP synthesis by oxida-
tive phosphorylation, and the redox state of the cell
controls numerous receptors, signaling molecules,
and transcription factors that can be dysregulated in
the aging oxidized redox state [89, 90]. Our investi-
gation into lower GSH levels in AD was motivated
by early studies that plasma GSH levels decline with
age in healthy humans [89, 91], and increased brain
protein, lipid and nucleic acid oxidation is seen in AD
[92, 93], upstream of amyloid pathology [94]. Since
similarly poor outcomes are expected from seden-
tary behavior and high fat diets for heart disease and
AD, interest was heightened by the finding of a two-
fold higher risk of death from coronary artery disease
in patients with low plasma GSH levels [95]. Our
circadian observations were informed by the diurnal
oscillations of 30% in GSH in healthy human plasma
[96] and liver [97] and in rat brain [98]. In the 3xTg-
AD brains examined here, we saw a nearly two-fold
decline of brain GSH with age, accelerated early in
the lifespan of 3xTg-AD mice, but largely parallel to
the decline in nTg brains. The parallel decline sug-
gests that increased stress from excess iA� is just
one of many possible age-related stressors possibly
associated with inflammation. Oxidative redox stress
is well known to alter signaling through sensitivity
to dimerization of growth factor receptors, NfkB and
Akt signaling (e.g., [99, 100]) and possibly A�PP
processing [101]. We did not see evidence of circa-
dian oscillation, possibly related to tighter control of
redox state in the brain compared to plasma. We had
previously found brain GSH levels to decline in AD-
transgenic mice only after sleep deprivation stress,
and only then was memory affected [42, 102].

The early decline in brain GSH occurred before
changes in the other measures of pAkt, iA�, and A�
plaques in our 3xTg-AD mouse brains. The expo-
nential rise in 6E10 iA� was well correlated with
the decline in GSH, suggesting a causal relationship.
We previously showed by HPLC that this decline in
GSH was accompanied by a rise in GSSG to truly
represent an oxidized redox shift [102]. This study
also showed that a Nrf-2 activator increased GSH lev-
els through activation of �-glutamyl cysteine ligase
(GCL) to increase 3xTg-AD neuron survival against
amyloid-� stress, independent of ROS. Stapper and
Jahn [103] were able to genetically alter GSH levels to

manipulate the toxicity of brain A� in a fly model. We
had previously evaluated the rejuvenating effects of
reductive levels of extracellular cysteine on the age-
related oxidative shift in neuronal NADH in neurons
from old 3xTg-AD mice [16, 50]. Here, we showed
the effectiveness of cysteine in vitro to lower 6E10
iA� to levels at or below those in young neurons.

In vivo, Huang et al. [104] found 5 months of
oral administration of the membrane permeable N-
acetylcysteine to AD-model mice lowered oxidized
brain protein 20–30%. In the SAMP-8 accelerated
aging mouse model, four weeks of intraperitoneal
injection of N-acetylcysteine achieved good brain
penetration, lowered oxidized brain protein lev-
els, and improved memory [105]. Also relevant
are human trials of N-acetylcysteine. In a small
double-blind, placebo-controlled study of probable
AD patients, Adair et al. [106] found Mini-Mental
State Exam scores were insignificantly stabilized
for 6 months with treatment (n = 25) compared to
a small decline for the placebo group (n = 23). The
small number of patients and short duration of the
trial are likely problems for this study despite iso-
lated treatment benefit in subtests of the WMS figure
reproduction and letter fluency. Since our cysteine
addition altered the processing of iA� and was per-
formed in the presence of antioxidants in the culture
medium including reduced GSH, vitamin E, vitamin
E acetate, superoxide dismutase, and catalase, we
posit that redox state is upstream of oxidative dam-
age and affects a broader range of reactions as we
found in vitro [107] and explained next in therapeutic
implications.

Therapeutic implications and summary

The cysteine antioxidant treatment we used here
in vitro is unlikely to work in vivo due to adsorp-
tion problems. Many antioxidant clinical trials have
failed to significantly reverse the cognitive course
of AD, including vitamin E [108, 109], vitamin E
+ C [110], vitamin B12 + B6 [111], curcumin [112],
and N-acetyl cysteine [106]. The easy explanation
for their failure is that they were imposed too late in
the course of AD when amyloid pathology, synapse
and neuron loss was irreversible. Several other expla-
nations are possible [113], including variations in
adsorption and elimination that affect normal sig-
naling by ROS, only targeting one aspect of redox
state that differs in membranes and cytosol [114],
free radicals versus peroxides, and deficiency status.
One combination oral therapy with N-acetyl cysteine
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and 5 other ingredients appeared to be promising in
a phase II clinical trial to improve cognition [115].
Oral N-Acetyl cysteine crosses the blood-brain bar-
rier to dose-dependently enter the CSF [116]. More
combination therapies aimed at the multiple etiolo-
gies of AD are needed. Upstream targets may prove
strategically more effective for therapy than end-stage
pathology because they precede irreversible damage
[117, 118]. The inability to therapeutically validate
a mechanistic target against AD to date encourages
the search for other targets. In the interim, whether
any of the sequence of events studied here will prove
causal awaits an efficacious drug.

In summary, we investigated several early events
that might lead to an ordering of pathologic progres-
sion in the 3xTg-AD mouse across the age-span and
suggest upstream targets for intervention prior to irre-
versible neuron loss and plaque deposition. We found
early loss of GSH (an oxidative redox shift), followed
by declines in pAkt/tAkt from a metabolic shift in
CA1, then intracellular CA1 A� accumulation, and
finally extracellular A� deposits in CA1, which was
more prominent in females than males. The earliest
upstream age-related event was the oxidative shift in
GSH, which may be a strategic target for middle-
age intervention to reverse or prevent downstream
pathology including deposition of intracellular and
extracellular A� in AD. There appear to be several
age-related metabolic changes upstream of the amy-
loid cascade.
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